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Cylindrical and spherical dust ion–acoustic solitary waves
A. A. Mamuna) and P. K. Shukla
Institut für Theoretische Physik IV, Fakulta¨t für Physik and Astronomie, Ruhr-Universita¨t Bochum,
D-44780 Bochum, Germany

~Received 12 November 2001; accepted 14 January 2002!

The properties of cylindrical and spherical dust ion–acoustic solitary waves~DIASWs! in an
unmagnetized dusty plasma, whose constituents are inertial ions, Boltzmann electrons, and
stationary dust particles, are investigated by employing the reductive perturbation method. The
modified Korteweg–de Vries equation is derived and its numerical solutions are obtained. It has
been found that the properties of the DIASWs in a nonplanar cylindrical or spherical geometry differ
from those in a planar one-dimensional geometry. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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Shukla and Silin1 have first theoretically shown that, du
to the conservation of equilibrium charge densityne0e
1nd0Zde2ni0e50 and the strong inequalityne0!ni0

@where ns0 is the particle number density of the speciess
with s5e ~i! d for electrons~ions! dust particles,Zd is the
number of electrons residing onto the dust grain surface,
e is the magnitude of the electronic charge#, a dusty plasma
~with negatively charged static dust grains! supports low-
frequency dust ion–acoustic~DIA ! waves with phase spee
much smaller~larger! than electron~ion! thermal speed. The
dispersion relation~a relation between the wave frequencyv
and the wave numberk! of the linear DIA waves is1 v2

5(ni0 /ne0)k2Ci
2/(11k2lDe

2 ), where Ci5(kBTe /mi)
1/2 is

the ion–acoustic speed~with Te being the electron tempera
ture and mi being the ion mass! and lDe

5(kBTe/4pne0e2)1/2 is the electron Debye radius. When w
consider a long wavelength limit~viz. klDe!1!, the disper-
sion relation for the DIA waves becomesv
5(ni0 /ne0)1/2kCi . This form of spectrum is similar to the
usual ion–acoustic wave spectrum2–4 for a plasma withni0

5ne0 and Ti!Te ~whereTi is the ion temperature!. How-
ever, in dusty plasmas we usually haveni0@ne0 and Ti

.Te . Therefore, a dusty plasma cannot support the us
ion–acoustic waves, but can support the DIA waves
Shukla and Silin.1 The phase speed (v/k) of the DIA waves
is larger thanCi because ofni0@ne0 for negatively charged
dust grains. The increases in the phase velocity is attribu
to the electron density depletion in the background plas
so that the electron Debye radius becomes larger. As a re
there appears to be a stronger space charge electric
which is responsible for the enhanced phase velocity of
DIA waves. The DIA waves have been observed in labo
tory experiments.5,6 The linear properties of the DIA wave
in dusty plasmas are now well understood from both theo
ical and experimental points of view.1,5–9

It is important to note that the DIA waves~in which the
ion dynamics is important, i.e., the inertia is provided by t
ion mass, the restoring force comes from the pressure

a!Permanent address: Department of Physics, Jahangirnagar Unive
Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
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inertialess electrons, and the equilibrium charge neutra
condition is maintained by the stationary dust particles! sig-
nificantly differ from the dust–acoustic~DA! waves7,10,11 in
which the dust dynamics must be taken into account, i.e.,
inertia is provided by the dust particle mass and the resto
force comes from the pressures of inertialess electrons
ions.7,10,11 The linear and nonlinear properties of the D
waves in planar~one dimensional!10,12–14 and nonplanar
~spherical or cylindrical!15 geometries have been rigorous
investigated during the last few years.

Recently, nonlinear waves associated with the D
waves, particularly the DIA solitary waves,16 have also re-
ceived a great deal of interest in understanding the b
properties of localized electrostatic perturbations in sp
and laboratory dusty plasmas.1,5–9 The DIA solitary waves
~DIASWs! have been investigated by several authors.16–18

However, all these investigations16–18 are limited to one-
dimensional geometry which may not be a realistic situat
in laboratory devices, since the waves observed in labora
devices are certainly not bounded in one dimension. The
fore, in this Communication, we analyze the DIASWs
nonplanar cylindrical and spherical geometries. We sh
here how the DIASWs in cylindrical and spherical geom
etries differ from those in one-dimensional geometry.

We consider a nonplanar cylindrical or spherical geo
etry and study the nonlinear propagation of the DIA waves
an unmagnetized dusty plasma whose constituents are
tial ions, Boltzmann electrons, and negatively charged
mobile dust particles. The nonlinear dynamics of the D
waves, whose phase speed is much smaller~larger! than the
electron ~ion! thermal speed, in nonplanar cylindrical an
spherical geometries is governed by
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wheren50 for a one-dimensional geometry andn51 ~2!
for a nonplanar cylindrical~spherical! geometry,ni is the ion
number density normalized by its equilibrium valueni0 , ui

is the ion fluid speed normalized byCi , andf is the elec-
trostatic wave potential normalized bykBTe /e. The time and
space variables are in units of the ion plasma periodvpi

21

5(mi /4pni0e2)1/2 and the Debye radius lDm

5(kBTe/4pni0e2)1/2, respectively. We have denotedm
5ne0 /ni0 .

To investigate ingoing solutions of~1!–~3!, we introduce
the stretched coordinates19 z52e1/2(r 1v0t) and t5e3/2t,
expandni , ui , andf in a power series ofe

ni511eni
~1!1e2ni

~2!1¯ , ~4a!

ui5eui
~1!1e2ui

~2!1¯ , ~4b!

f5ef~1!1e2f~2!1¯ , ~4c!

and develop equations in various powers ofe. To lowest
order in e, Eqs. ~1!–~4! give ni

(1)52ui
(1)/v0 , ui

(1)

52f (1)/v0 , andv051/Am. To next higher order ine, we
obtain a set of equations
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]2f~1!

]z2 2mf~2!1ni
~2!2

1

2
m@f~1!#250. ~5c!

Combining Eqs. ~5a!–~5c! we deduce a modified
Korteweg–de Vries equation

]f~1!

]t
1

n

2t
f~1!1Af~1!

]f~1!

]z
1B

]3f~1!

]z3 50, ~6!

where

A5
Am

2 S 32
1

m D , ~7a!

B5
1

2m3/2. ~7b!

We have already mentioned thatn50 corresponds to a one
dimensional geometry. Thus, for a one-dimensional geo
etry (n50) and for a moving frame moving with a spee
u0 , the stationary solitary wave solution of~6! is

f~1!~n50!5S 3u0

A D sech2FAu0

4B
~z2u0t!G . ~8!

It is obvious from~7! and ~8! that for m.(,)1/3, a dusty
plasma supports compressive~rarefactive! DIASWs which
are associated with a positive~negative! potential. Since in
most space and laboratory dusty plasmasm,1/3, unlike the
usual ion–acoustic solitary waves~associated with a positive
potential! in a two component electron–ion plasma,2–4

DIASWs have a new feature in that these are associated
a negative potential which is due to the presence of ne
tively charged dust grains.
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We now turn to~6! with the term (n/2t)f (1) which is
due to the effect of the nonplanar~cylindrical or spherical!
geometry. An exact analytic solution of~6! is not possible.
Therefore, we have numerically solved~6! and have studied
the effects of cylindrical and spherical geometries on tim
dependent DIASWs. The results are depicted in Figs. 1
2. The initial condition that we have used in our numeric
analysis is in the form of the stationary solution of Eq.~6!
without the term (n/2t)f, i.e., in the form f (1)

5(3/A)sech2(z/A4B). Figure 1 shows how the effect of
cylindrical geometry modifies the DIASWs associated w
both the positive (m50.4.1/3) and negative (m50.2
,1/3) potentials. Figure 2 shows how the effect of a sphe
cal geometry modifies the DIASWs associated with both
positive (m50.4.1/3) and negative (m50.2,1/3) poten-
tials.

The numerical solutions of~6! ~displayed in Figs. 1 and
2! reveal that for a large value oft ~e.g.,t529! the spheri-
cal and cylindrical solitary waves are similar to on
dimensional solitary waves. This is because for a large va
of t the term (n/2t)f (1), which is due to the effect of the
cylindrical or spherical geometry, is no longer domina
However, as the value oft decreases, the term (n/2t)f (1)

becomes dominant and both spherical and cylindrical solit
waves differ from one-dimensional solitary waves. It
found that as the value oft decreases, the amplitude of the
localized pulses increases. It is also found that the amplit
of cylindrical solitary waves is larger than that of the on
dimensional solitary waves but smaller than that of t
spherical ones.

To compare the properties of DIA cylindrical/spheric

FIG. 1. Time evolution of cylindrical (n51) DIASWs: f (1) versus spatial
coordinatez at timest529 ~left!, t526 ~middle!, andt523 ~right! for
m50.4 ~upper plot! andm50.2 ~lower plot!. We choose our initial pulse a
t529 and show how its amplitude increases with decreasing the valu
t.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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solitary structures with those of DA cylindrical/spheric
solitary structures,15 we note that~i! the solitary potential
associated with the DIA waves can be both positive a
negative, but the solitary potential associated with the
waves can be negative only,15 and ~ii ! the other properties
~such as amplitude, width, etc.! of the DIA waves also sig-

FIG. 2. Time evolution of spherical (n52) DIASWs: f (1) versus spatial
coordinatez at timest529 ~left!, t526 ~middle!, andt523 ~right! for
m50.4 ~upper plot! andm50.2 ~lower plot!. We choose our initial pulse a
t529 and show how its amplitude increases with decreasing the valu
t.
Downloaded 11 Apr 2002 to 132.180.8.29. Redistribution subject to AIP
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nificantly differ from those of the DA waves.15 It is also
important to mention that the DIA solitary waves are mo
suitable than the DA waves to observe in laboratory du
plasma conditions. We, therefore, propose to perform a la
ratory experiment which can study such special new featu
of DIA solitary waves. We also stress that the present res
may help to understand the salient features of the cylindri
spherical DIA solitary waves when data for laboratory obs
vations become available.
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